Valuations on a commutative ring, as defined by Manis, are considered in the special case where the domain of the valuation mapping is a ring of quotients of a given ring R. We consider relations between valuation mappings on various rings of quotients of a given ring. It is also shown that if K is any von Neumann regular ring of quotients of R, then any pair of nonassociates of R can be separated by valuations on K if and only if these elements are nonassociates in the integral closure of R in K.
1. All rings considered are commutative with a unit element. A mapping v from a ring K onto a totally ordered abelian group V with oo adjoined is a valuation if for all x, y e K one has vixy)=vix) + viy) and vix+y)^. min{t)(x), viy)}. We shall refer to ru{oo} as the valuation semigroup of v and the set of all members of K at which v is not negative is called the valuation ring of v.
The following problem was recently considered by Max Larsen and this author [1] . Let R be a ring with total quotient ring K, and let V be the set of all valuations defined on K which are nonnegative on R. If a and b are any two nonassociates in R, can we be assured that there is a valuation v e'f" such that vid)^v(b) ? In that article it was determined that a and b can always be separated by a valuation if R is integrally closed and K is (von Neumann) regular. However K being regular was shown not to be a necessary condition for separation of all pairs of nonassociates of R by valuations to occur.
Manis found that if R is a subring of the ring K and P is a prime ideal of R, then there is a valuation ring V between jR and K which has a prime ideal M such that Mr\R=P.
No conditions were required for K except that Äbea subring of K. Brown and Larsen insisted that K be the total quotient ring of R in order to generalize the result which can be proved about separation by valuations if R is an integral domain. The results obtained in that effort have furnished a clue that favorable results may be possible if one allows Kto be any regular ring of quotients (see Lambek [4] ) of R. In this more general setting, we will determine in §3 exactly when, for each pair of nonassociates of R, there is a valuation on K which is nonnegative on R separating these elements. If R is an integral domain, then R has exactly one regular ring of quotients, namely its quotient field.
Preliminary to the result on separation, §2 will be devoted to the following question : If K^ Q are rings with v and w mappings of K and Q into the valuation semigroups ru{oo} and r"u{oo}, respectively, such that v is the restriction of w to K, then does it follow from one being a valuation that the other is a valuation? In particular we will consider this question when Q is a ring of quotients of K.
2. Let y be a valuation on a ring K. We use the notation Rv to represent the valuation ring of v, and Pv represents the prime ideal of Rv consisting of all i>positive elements in K. The valuation semigroup of v is T^Uico} while I\ is the value group of v. The set t;~1({oo}) is a prime ideal of both Rv and K. We shall consider the valuations v and v on K to be equivalent when RV=RV., PV=P¿, and r^r",.
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a subring of the ring Q.Ifv is a valuation on K then there is a valuation w on Q such that Rv=RwfMCandPV=PWC\K.
Proof.
Let A be the set of all pairs (Ä, P) such that R is a ring between Rv and Q, and Pis aprime ideal of R such thatPriRv=Pv. Since A is not null one can use a Zorn's lemma argument to show that there is a ring W in Q with a prime ideal M such that iW, M) is a maximal element in A. Manis has shown that to such a pair, there corresponds a valuation w on Q, which is unique, to within equivalence, with W=RW and M=PW.
Definition. If K<=-Q are rings and w is a valuation on Q whose restriction v to K is a valuation on K, then w is an extension of v to Q.
If the valuation pair ( W, M) consists of a valuation ring W with associated prime M for some valuation on Q and (F, P) is a similar pair associated with some valuation on K, then iW, M) dominates iV,P) if V= WC\K and P=MC\K.
We have seen in Lemma 2.1 that if K<= Q and {V, P) is a valuation pair on K then there is a valuation pair iW, M) on Q which dominates (F, P). It does not follow that if v and w are the valuations of ( V, P) and ( W, M), respectively, that w is an extension of v. Since the prime ideal of elements which are infinite for a given valuation is in many cases an annihilator ¡deal, the next theorem is included to show a situation in which w is an extension. Recall from [4] that an ideal D of a ring K is dense if aD=0 for some a e K implies that a=0. Theorem 2.2. Let K be a regular ring and v a valuation on K such that y-1({oo}) is an annihilator ideal of K. If Q is a ring of quotients of K, then there is a valuation w on Q which is an extension of v and whose valuation semigroup is the same as that of v.
Proof.
Let T be the value group of v and denote y_1({oo}) by Px. Since prime ideals of K are maximal, there is a prime ideal Mx of Q with PX=MXC\K. Define the mapping w:Q-+Tkj{cd} for every q e Q by wiq)= co if q e Mx and wiq)=vib)-via) if aq=b for some a, b e K with a$Mm.
To show that w is well defined suppose that q $ Mx. Since Q is a ring of quotients of K, q~1K={r e K\rq e K} is a dense ideal of K and hence q-^K^P^.
Thus f^tMj, so there is an element aeq~1K¡Mx and aq=b $ Mx [2, p. 5]. Assume that also a' and V are elements of K with a' $ Mx and a'q=b'. Then b'aq=ba'q and ib'a-ba')q=0 e Mx. Since q$Mx, it follows that b'a-ba' e Mxr\K=Px. Using basic properties of valuations, one can see that if vib'a)^viba') then vib'a -ba) = min{t>(è'a), viba')} which is finite. Hence vib'a) = viba') and vib') -via')=vib)-via).
The remainder of the proof is straightforward. Again we suppose that Q is a ring of quotients of K and consider the following question: If one begins with a valuation won g, can one say that the restriction of w to K is a valuation ? The answer is negative as will be shown in the example following our next theorem. Theorem 2.3. Let K be a regular subring of the ring Q.Ifw is a valuation on Q then the restriction ofwtoK is a valuation on K. Furthermore the value groups for these valuations are the same if Q is a ring of quotients of K and w~1i{oo}) is an annihilator ideal in Q.
Let i^w^. It is clear that v possesses the mapping properties required to be a valuation and, in fact, v will be a valuation if the image r" of all u-finite elements incisa subgroup of Tw. We need only to show that r" is closed under subtraction.
Let a and ß be elements of r". Then there are elements a and b of K such that a=via) and ß = vQ}). Since Kis regular, there is an element s e K with b2s=b. Moreover vib)=ß^oo so it follows from 2vib)+vis) = vib) that vis)=-vib). Hence a -ß = via) + vis) = vias) e Fv.
Now suppose that w-1({oo}) is an annihilator ideal of Q. Then y-1({ao}) = H>-1({co})n.TY is an annihilator ideal of K. Let y e Yw and let c be an element of Q such that w(c)=y. Since Q is a ring of quotients of K, c~xK is a dense ideal of K. Moreover f-1({oo}) is an annihilator ideal of K so there is an element r e c~xK with vir) = wir)^ co. Let d=rc e K. Then r"=rw because y=wic) = wid) -w(r)=y(i/) -y(r) e Tv.
The following example is also mentioned in [1, p. 331] . Let F be the field of 2 elements. For each positive integer k, let Dk be the integral domain FIX]XF[X], and let Pk=XDk. Let K be the subring of the direct product of the Dk generated by P=0 ^,Pk and 1. Then K is a total quotient ring. Let Q be any regular ring of quotients of R. The element a defined using projection maps by II1(a) = X and Ukid) = 0 if k^\ is a member of K while the quasi-inverse a' of a defined by II1(a')=l/X and n^ia'^O if k^l can be shown to be in Q but not in R.
Define the valuation w on Q as follows: IfqeQ then since the complete ring of quotients of K is the direct product of infinitely many copies of FiX), we may write Il1
where n is an integer and/(X), g(X) e F[X] are relatively prime to X and to each other. Thus for any q e Q with Y[xiq) j&0 we reduce Uxiq) to the above form and define wiq)=n. Letting wiq)=oo if I11(^)=0, we have defined a valuation w on Q whose value group is the set of integers. The mapping v=w\K is not a valuation on K since via) = w(a) = 1, but even though vf(a') = -1, there is no member of K whose value is -1.
It is well known (see [4] ) that the complete ring of quotients of the ring R is regular if and only if R is semiprime. Among all of the regular rings containing the ring R in a given larger ring, there is a unique minimal regular ring containing R (cf. [6] ). Thus Theorem 2.3 tells us that the valuations on any ring of quotients of the ring R are extensions of valuations on the minimal regular ring of quotients of R.
3. In this section we focus our attention on a ring of quotients K of R. The set of all valuations on K which are nonnegative on R is denoted by y. If the ring R has a nonzero nilpotent element x, then x and x2 are nonassociates which are infinite valued for all valuations in y. Since this section is concerned with the problem of determining when a pair of nonassociates in R have different values for all valuations in y, it is assumed henceforth that all rings are semiprime. With this assumption we will always be able to find a regular ring of quotients (even unique minimal and unique maximal ones). The following preliminary result is a straightforward modification of a theorem of Griffin [3] .
Lemma 3.1. The integral closure S of R in K is the intersection of the members of {Rv\v e y} if K is a regular ring of quotients ofR.
The expression y separates nonassociates in R means that given any pair of nonassociates in R, there is some valuation in y for which these elements have different values. Because we are concerned with a more general setting here than in [1] , we need to make a slight modification in our definition of closeness.
Definition. If 5" is an overring of R, then R is close to S if, when a, b e R are associates in S, then they are associates in R.
This definition reduces to our former one if S lies between R and its total quotient ring but is a proper extension of the previous definition in the general case.
We are now ready to prove the main result.
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a ring with K a regular ring of quotients of R. Nonassociates in R are separated by y if and only if R is close to S, the integral closure of R in K.
Assume that R is not close to S. Let a and b be associates in 5 which are not associates in R, say au=b with u a unit in S\R. Let v be a valuation from y. Since v is nonnegative on S and « is a unit of S, viu)=0. Hence via) = via) + viu)=viau)=vib), so y does not separate nonassociates of R.
Conversely suppose that R is close to S and that a,b e R with via) = vib) for all v e y. Using the method of proof from Theorem 3 of [1] , one can compute a unit m in S with au=b. Hence a and b are associates in S, and since R is close to S, a and b are associates in R.
One should observe that this theorem leaves separation of nonassociates of R dependent upon one's choice of K. The particular integral closure of R considered and the set of valuations used depend on K. From the results of §2, one can see that choosing K to be the unique minimal regular ring of quotients of R will provide the largest collection of valuations to work with. On the other hand, it is conceivable that this minimal regular ring may not contain enough units to make appropriate elements be associates. The question of whether separation is dependent on K remains unresolved.
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